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BACKGROUND & AIMS: Tissue metaplasia is uncommon in
adults because established cis-element programs resist
rewiring. In Barrett’s esophagus, the distal esophageal
mucosa acquires a predominantly intestinal character,
with notable gastric features, and is predisposed to
developing invasive cancers. We sought to understand the
chromatin underpinnings of Barrett’s metaplasia and why
it commonly displays simultaneous gastric and intestinal
properties. METHODS: We profiled cis-regulatory elements
with active histone modifications in primary human bi-
opsy materials using chromatin immunoprecipitation fol-
lowed by DNA sequencing. Mutations in Barrett’s
esophagus were examined in relation to tissue-specific
enhancer landscapes using a random forest machine-
learning algorithm. We also profiled open chromatin at
single-cell resolution in primary Barrett’s biopsy speci-
mens using the assay for transposase-accessible chro-
matin. We used 1- and 2-color immunohistochemistry to
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examine protein expression of tissue-restricted genes.
RESULTS: Barrett’s esophagus bears epigenome fingerprints
of human stomach and intestinal columnar, but not
esophageal squamous, epithelia. Mutational patterns were
best explained as arising on the epigenome background of
active gastric cis-elements, supporting the view that
adjoining stomach epithelium is a likely tissue source. In-
dividual cells in Barrett’s metaplasia coexpress gastric and
intestinal genes, reflecting concomitant chromatin access at
enhancers ordinarily restricted to one or the other
epithelium. Protein expression of stomach-specific mucins;
CLDN18; and a novel gastric marker, ANXA10, showed
extensive tissue and subclonal heterogeneity of dual
stomach-intestinal cell states. CONCLUSIONS: These findings
reveal mixed and dynamic tissue-restricted chromatin
states and phenotypic heterogeneity in Barrett’s esophagus.
Pervasive intragland variation argues against stem-cell
governance of this phenotype.
n's Hospital from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on May 11, 
ion. Copyright ©2022. Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT

Barrett’s esophagus, the major risk factor for esophageal
adenocarcinoma, has unclear chromatin underpinnings.
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n Barrett’s esophagus (BE), columnar mucosa of an
We investigated the condition using epigenome
analyses that reveal chromatin states and reflect tissue
identity.

NEW FINDINGS

Barrett’s esophagus is a unique tissue type in which
individual cells manifest varying degrees of dual
stomach and intestinal identity, both in chromatin states
and marker gene expression.

LIMITATIONS

Human biopsy materials capture a limited window of time
and only partially show the simultaneous and dynamic
gastric-intestinal identity we identify in Barrett’s
esophagus.

IMPACT

Definition of novel mixed chromatin states and cell
identities in Barrett’s esophagus likely reflects the
underlying plasticity of the Barrett’s stem cell and
provides new insights into adult stem cell biology,
chromatin plasticity, and human metaplasias.

Abbreviations used in this paper: ATAC, assay for transposase-accessible
chromatin; BE, Barrett’s esophagus; ChIP, chromatin immunoprecipita-
tion; COO, cell of origin; EAC, esophageal adenocarcinoma; ESCC,
esophageal squamous cell carcinoma; ESMG, esophageal submucosal
gland; FiT, fixed-tissue chromatin immunoprecipitation; GIM, gastric in-
testinal metaplasia; IM, intestinal metaplasia; IRB, institutional review
board; kb, kilo base pairs; mAb, monoclonal antibody; Mb, mega base
pairs; mRNA, messenger RNA; sc, single cell; seq, sequencing; TF, tran-
scription factor; tSNE, t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding.
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Iintestinal type replaces the native stratified epithelium
in the human distal esophagus.1 Esophageal adenocarci-
noma (EAC) arises almost exclusively within dysplastic BE
foci, and its incidence in the West has increased nearly 8-
fold in the last 4 decades.2,3 Because symptoms usually
appear after EACs are inoperable, improved outcomes hinge
on the prevention, detection, and monitoring of BE.1,3 Pre-
ventive strategies are, however, constrained by a limited
understanding of BE origins and pathogenesis.

Historically, BE was thought to reflect trans-
differentiation of squamous esophageal cells.4,5 Indeed,
glands dissected from one BE specimen carried the same
mutations in one nuclear (CDKN2A) and one mitochondrial
(COO) gene as those found in adjoining stratified epithe-
lium.6 Recent experiments in mouse esophagus reinforce
this view,7 but the presence of significant gastric features in
human BE specimens raises the alternative that BE reflects
mucosal repair by stomach-derived columnar cells, which
subsequently acquire ectopic intestinal character.8–11 This
idea, difficult to prove in humans, is consistent with the
similar metaplastic responses to chronic stomach or
esophageal injury and with the strong similarities between
esophageal and gastric adenocarcinomas.12 A third possi-
bility is that BE originates in esophageal submucosal glands
(ESMGs),13 whose single-cell (sc) RNA profiles resemble
those in BE.14 No animal model mimics BE perfectly, and
rodents lack ESMGs; however, expansion of mouse fetal
cellular rests,15 transitional squamocolumnar junction
cells,16 or cells from the gastric cardia17 support non-
squamous sources of mouse intestinal metaplasia (IM).
Tissue-specific chromatin signatures can shed light on BE
origins and the co-occurrence of gastric and intestinal
properties.

Only a fraction of the millions of cis-regulatory elements
in mammalian genomes is active in any tissue. Active sites
have accessible chromatin, bind transcription factors (TFs),
and bear characteristic covalent modifications such as
methylated lysine 4 (H3K4me1/2) on histone 3.18,19 Each
cell type uses thousands of distinct enhancers, and the
specific combination constitutes a fingerprint.20 Stretch or
super enhancers carry dense active histone marks, control
many lineage-restricted genes, and contribute dispropor-
tionately toward tissue signatures.21,22 Mutations that adult
tissues accumulate from replication errors23 tend to
concentrate in regions that lack active enhancers, thus
reflecting cell-of-origin (COO) chromatin landscapes for tu-
mors and precancerous lesions.24

Chromatin states might hence point to cellular sources of
BE with more clarity than other methods possible in human
tissues and, in individual cells, show the cis-regulatory basis
for cellular diversity. We delineated the enhancer land-
scapes specific to human esophageal, stomach, and intesti-
nal mucosae. BE specimens showed concomitant activation
of enhancers specific to the intestine and stomach, but not
Downloaded for Anonymous User (n/a) at Brigham and Wome
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the esophagus, and the gastric epigenome best explained BE
mutational backgrounds. In discrete BE cells resolved by sc
assay for transposase-accessible chromatin (ATAC)
sequencing (ATAC-seq), stomach- and intestine-restricted
enhancers are coaccessible. Immunohistochemistry veri-
fied abundant coexpression of gastric and intestinal markers
in the same cells. Together, these findings in show a unique
hybrid chromatin state as the basis for a human metaplasia
with simultaneous gastric and intestinal cell identities and
pervasive subclonal heterogeneity.
Methods
Biopsy Samples for Fixed-Tissue Chromatin
Immunoprecipitation Sequencing and Single-Cell
Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chromatin
Sequencing

For fixed-tissue chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing
(FiT-seq), endoscopic mucosal biopsy specimens were fixed in
formalin and embedded in paraffin. Institutional review boards
(IRBs) approved research on anonymized samples from regions
n's Hospital from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on May 11, 
ion. Copyright ©2022. Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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of healthy tissue and BE (Dana-Farber Cancer Institute IRB 05-
157). Tissue sections were chosen for >90% mucosal content
or dissected to achieve this proportion (Supplementary
Figure 1B). For BE, we required a �1-cm esophageal segment
with IM, including goblet cells,25 and no dysplasia. For normal
stomach, we used fundic (oxyntic) mucosa, avoiding the cardia.
Ileum was used for normal small intestine. Histologically
normal squamous epithelium from mid- and lower esophageal
biopsy specimens were pooled from each patient. All samples in
the study are from independent individuals.

For scATAC-seq, fresh mucosal specimens were obtained
from patients undergoing endoscopic surveillance (Partners
Healthcare IRB 2015P002409). BE was identified by narrow-
band imaging,26 and biopsy specimens were obtained from
the gastric corpus and duodenum of the same individuals.
Samples were frozen immediately at –80�C in Bambanker
freezing medium, and parallel biopsy samples were examined
by histopathology. We performed scATAC after confirming
nondysplastic BE carrying goblet cells (eg, Figure 4B).

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation Sequencing
Tissue sections processed according to a published FiT-seq

protocol27 were precipitated using 10 mL of H3K4me2 antibody
(Millipore, 07-030). Libraries were prepared using ThruPLEX
DNA-seq kits (Rubicon Genomics) and sequenced on a NextSeq
instrument (Illumina). Computational analysis and delineation
of tissue-restricted enhancers are described in the
Supplementary Methods.

Principal Coordinates and Cell-of-Origin
Analyses

To obtain regional feature densities, we first divided auto-
somes into 1–mega base pair (Mb) regions, excluding centro-
meres, telomeres, and low-quality sequence tags. We calculated
somatic mutation numbers per 1–Mb region and first used
regional mutation densities as inputs for principal coordinates
analysis to represent intersample differences in mutation fre-
quency distribution (Figure 3A). Samples were located in 3-
dimensional space using a dissimilarity matrix, calculated
from Pearson correlation coefficients. For feature selection and
COO analysis, we used a nonparametric machine-learning
method (random forest) to predict the value of a continuous
response variable by using ensemble decision trees.28 Details
and the approach to ascertain statistical significance are
described in Supplementary Methods.
=
Figure 1. BE specimens carry intestinal and gastric, but not eso
highest quintile of variable enhancers. Esophageal (red, n ¼ 4)
hancers marked in BE (yellow, n ¼ 5) are distinct from those in th
intestine (black, n ¼ 4). (B) Pearson correlation coefficients amon
start sites). In unsupervised hierarchical clustering, the BE enha
(n ¼ 4) and related to stomach (STO) (n ¼ 5), but not to esop
enhancers marked uniquely in stratified esophageal (4600 s
epithelium. Five original (discovery set) and 6 additional (validat
but not at esophageal, enhancers. Heatmap scale, 0–16 units. (D
as violin plots and cumulative frequencies. Because the large
across all sample pairs, we applied the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
signatures (D statistic, where lower values reflect greater sim
signature as similar to those of the stomach and intestine, but no
stat, D statistic; GAS, gastric; PC, principal component.
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Single-Cell Assay for Transposase-Accessible
Chromatin Sequencing

Nuclei were obtained from frozen biopsy specimens by
suspending the tissue in 1 mL buffer containing 10 mmol/L
Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 10 mmol/L NaCl, 3 mmol/L MgCl2, 0.1% NP-
40, 0.1% Tween-20, and 0.01% digitonin, followed by homog-
enization in a douncer using 10 loose and 10 tight pestle
strokes. The resulting cell suspension was passed through a 70-
mm filter, and debris was removed over an iodixanol gradient
or by flow cytometry using positive selection with 40,6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole, both to equal effect. Isolated nuclei
were counted manually using a hemacytometer, resuspended in
diluted nuclear stock solution, and processed according to the
10x Genomics protocol (https://www.10xgenomics.com/
solutions/single-cell-atac/). Computational analyses and delin-
eation of tissue-restricted enhancers are described in the
Supplementary Methods.
Immunohistochemistry
Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue sections (4

mm thick) were baked at 37�C overnight, deparaffinized,
and rehydrated (100% xylene �4 for 3 minutes each,
100% ethanol �4 for 3 minutes each, and running water
for 5 minutes). Sections were treated with 1.5% hydrogen
peroxide in methanol for 10 minutes, washed under
running water for 5 minutes, and placed in a pressure
cooker (Biocare Medical) at 120�C in Target Retrieval
Solution (pH 6.1 citrate buffer) (DAKO). After cooling and
transfer to Tris-buffered saline, slides were incubated for
40 minutes at room temperature with anti-CDX2 mouse
monoclonal antibody (mAb) (BioGenex clone CDX2-88,
1:100) or ANXA10 (Novus, NBP1-90156, 1:1,000) anti-
serum, followed by secondary antibody (Envisionþ mouse
[DAKO] or PowerVision AP rabbit [Leica Biosystems]) for
30 minutes. Stains were developed using 3,30-dia-
minobenzidine (brown product). For 2-color immunohis-
tochemistry, sections were then incubated for 40 minutes
at room temperature with mouse MUC5AC (Abcam clone
45M1, 1:10,000) or MUC2 (Vector Laboratories clone
Ccp58, 1:400) mAb, rabbit TFF1 mAb (Cell Signaling
Technology clone D2Y1J, 1:1000), or rabbit CLDN18 anti-
serum (Sigma, 1:500), followed by secondary antibody
(PowerVision AP mouse or rabbit, Leica Biosystems) for
30 minutes. Slides were incubated in a humid chamber
phageal, enhancers. (A) Principal component analysis of the
and gastric (blue, n ¼ 5) epithelia form discrete clusters. En-
e native esophageal mucosa and most similar to those in the
g active enhancers (H3K4me2 peaks >2 kb from transcription
ncer profile (n ¼ 5) is most similar to intestinal (INT) mucosa
hageal (ESO), squamous epithelium (n ¼ 4). (C) H3K4me2þ

ites), stomach corpus (1287 sites) or intestinal (874 sites)
ion set) BE samples show H3K4me2 at intestinal and gastric,
) Quantitation of the H3K4me2 FiT-seq data in C, represented
volume of data ensures significant P values for differences
test to measure similarities and differences across enhancer
ilarity). Each quantitative measure reveals the BE enhancer
t the esophagus. BE-d, BE-discovery; BE-v, BE-validation; D-

n's Hospital from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on May 11, 
ion. Copyright ©2022. Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Figure 2. Stomach stretch enhancer activity and a gastric gene signature in BE. (A) H3K4me2 ChIP signals in BE specimens at
924 esophagus- (ESO) and 1654 stomach- (STO) specific stretch enhancers, showing marks at stomach but not signature
esophagus regions. Esophagus, n ¼ 4; stomach, n ¼ 5; BE-d, n ¼ 5; BE-v, n ¼ 6. (B) Relative mRNA levels of 517 genes
encoded <100 kb from esophagus-specific and 799 genes encoded <100 kb from stomach-specific stretch enhancers,
determined from gene expression data sets reported in references 14 and 34, respectively. Blue indicates low and red in-
dicates high mRNA expression. Enhancer marks in BE correlate with expression of nearby stomach, and not esophagus,
genes. (C) Data tracks from H3K4me2 FiT-seq at enhancers in esophagus, stomach, intestine (INT), and BE specimens. TP63
and KRT5 loci are selectively marked in esophagus, as expected, but not in BE. Conversely, enhancers near GATA4, TFF2,
IGF2BP2, and CLDN18 are marked in stomach and BE samples, but not in esophagus or intestine.
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and rinsed in between with Tris-buffered saline. Sections
were developed using Permanent Red and counterstained
with Mayer’s hematoxylin.
Transcript and Genome Profiling
All chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP), ATAC, and scA-

TAC data are deposited in the Gene Expression Omnibus under
accession number GSE97178.
Downloaded for Anonymous User (n/a) at Brigham and Wome
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Results
A Gastric Enhancer Fingerprint in Human
Barrett’s Esophagus

To discern active enhancer fingerprints in human
mucosal biopsy specimens, we applied FiT-seq,27 a method
to map modified histones in formalin-fixed, paraffin-
embedded tissues. Among active enhancer marks,18,29

H3K27ac resists robust immunoprecipitation in FiT-seq,
n's Hospital from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on May 11, 
ion. Copyright ©2022. Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.



Figure 3.Mutational profiles in BE imply a gastric, not esophageal, origin. (A) Principal coordinates analysis of genome-wide
somatic mutation data from BE, ESCC, EAC, and gastric cancers (GC) of the diffuse or intestinal types. BE mutational profiles
overlap substantially with those in EAC and GC and differ from those in ESCC. (B) (Top) Illustration of the inverse relation of
somatic mutation density and enhancer chromatin, likely reflecting differential access to DNA repair. (Bottom) A random forest
machine-learning approach showed that the enhancer H3K4me2 landscape of normal gastric epithelium was the best pre-
dictor of mutational variance in 23 BE samples, with small incremental contributions from other landscapes. The algorithm was
run on grouped (graph: the first bar depicts the largest contributor, and subsequent columns represent the incremental
contributions of additional variables) or individual (donut) BE samples. In both analyses, the gastric signature best explained
mutations found in BE. (C) A representative 38-Mb region showing correlation between mutation frequency in BE (left y-axis)
and absence of enhancer marking in normal gastric chromatin (right y-axis), whereas absence of enhancer marks in stratified
esophageal and intestinal epithelium correlated poorly. PCo, principal coordinate.
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which identifies H3K4me2 reliably.27 H3K4me2 and
H3K27ac mark essentially the same enhancers in mouse
intestines (Supplementary Figure 1A), and FiT-seq for
Downloaded for Anonymous User (n/a) at Brigham and Wome
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H3K4me2 largely identified the same enhancers in human
pancreatic endocrine tumors as ChIP-seq for H3K27ac in
frozen tumors.30 FiT-seq for H3K4me2 gave robust signals
n's Hospital from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on May 11, 
ion. Copyright ©2022. Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.



Figure 4. The sc resolution of hybrid gastric/intestinal chromatin states in BE. (A) All informative cells (after filtering by Cell-
Ranger criteria) projected on a tSNE plot to reduce data dimensionality. Cells are color coded by sample (left, BE1 and BE2: BE
cases 1 and 2; STO1,2: stomach cases 1 and 2; INT1: intestine) or graph-based cell clusters (right). ATAC signals at the
EPCAM promoter identify epithelial cells. BE1 and BE2 cells are demarcated. Nonepithelial cells from all samples (clusters 15–
17 and 21) showed ATAC signals at VIM and CD45 (Supplementary Figure 3D). (B) Distribution of single cells from BE (his-
tology shown to the right), INT (green outline), and STO (blue outline) specimens in graph-based scATAC-seq clusters.
Aggregate signals for open chromatin at stomach- (n ¼ 37) or intestine- (n ¼ 32) restricted enhancers are projected onto the
tSNE plot, showing coactivity of tissue-specific regions throughout BE1 and BE2 (bottom right epithelial clusters), with the 2
BE1 subclusters (dashed black ovals) showing relative enrichment of stomach or intestine enhancers. Violin plots represent the
average signal on each enhancer across all epithelial cells in the indicated specimens. (C) Aggregate ATAC scores at panels of
classic intestinal and gastric marker genes (left, RNA-seq data from reference 14; blue indicates low and orange indicates high
RNA expression) projected onto the tSNE plot. Single cells in both BE samples (gray dotted space) show extensive coactivity
and signals (log-transformed maximum counts per cell) are quantified on the right, with the similarities across samples esti-
mated using D statistics from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (noted above each violin plot; lower values reflect greater simi-
larity, and STO and INT samples serve as references). max, maximum; Ref., reference.
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inmucosal biopsy specimens fromhealthy esophagus (n¼ 4),
gastric corpus (n ¼ 4), and ileum (n ¼ 5) (Supplementary
Figure 1B and C and Supplementary Table 1). Considering
marked regions >2 kilo base pairs (kb) from transcription
start sites as putative enhancers, we used k-means clustering
of the top quintile of variable regions to identify tissue-
restricted enhancers (Supplementary Figure 1D). These
sites were highly correlated with tissue-specific gene
expression (Supplementary Figure 1E), implying that they
represent active cis-elements. In the following, we also show
high overlap between H3K4me2þ sites identified by FiT-seq
and open chromatin identified in assays for ATAC-seq
(Supplementary Figure 4A).

Principal component analysis of the top quintile of var-
iable enhancers (Figure 1A) and inspection of tissue-specific
loci (Supplementary Figure 1C) readily distinguished the 3
epithelia. By unsupervised clustering of global enhancer
profiles, BE samples (n ¼ 5) most resembled intestinal
epithelium (median correlation coefficient, 0.73; range,
0.59–0.79) (Figure 1B), least resembled stratified esopha-
geal epithelium (median coefficient, 0.50; range, 0.44–0.60),
and showed considerable overlap with gastric enhancers
(median coefficient, 0.67; range, 0.58–0.73). Among en-
hancers specific to normal esophagus, stomach, or intestine
(Figure 1C), BE specimens carried not only the expected
intestinal signature but also clear marking at stomach en-
hancers and barely any esophageal squamous signature
(Figure 1C and D). Trace esophageal enhancer signals,
higher than the background in stomach or intestine, likely
reflect our manual dissection from paraffin blocks where BE
abuts squamous tissue.

FiT-seq on 6 additional nondysplastic BE samples
reproduced these findings (Figure 1C and D). Enhancer
landscapes were similar in the discovery and validation
cohorts (Supplementary Figure 1F), and sites detected in
these 11 BE specimens approached saturation in a cumu-
lative analysis (Supplementary Figure 1G). Thus, the cohort
is sufficient to capture most of the active BE epigenome,
showing mixed gastric and intestinal features. Stomach en-
hancers active in BE were enriched for GATA- and SOX-
family TF motifs, which are known to regulate stomach
genes31,32 (Supplementary Figure 1H). Because some
studies suggest that H3K4me2 may reflect gene transcrip-
tion,33 we assessed stomach-selective marks that lie within
introns (n ¼ 720) or in intergenic regions (n ¼ 344). Both
groups showed comparable H3K4me2 in BE samples
(Supplementary Figure 2A), indicating that the underlying
signal identifies bona fide regulatory activity and not tran-
scription per se.

Stretch21 or super enhancers22 carry high levels of active
histones and control lineage-defining genes; we identified
H3K4me2þ stretch enhancers that are selective for normal
gastric or esophageal mucosa and categorically absent in the
other ()Supplementary Table 2. All BE specimens carried
H3K4me2 at stomach- but not at esophagus-restricted
stretch enhancers (Figure 2A). Importantly, BE messenger
RNA (mRNA) profiles14,34 showed transcripts located near
stomach-specific sites and lacked those encoded near
esophageal enhancers (Figure 2B). BE-enriched stretch
Downloaded for Anonymous User (n/a) at Brigham and Wome
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enhancers were generally marked in normal intestines (eg,
CDX1 locus [Supplementary Figure 2B]), whereas classic
squamous cell loci lacked H3K4me2 (eg, KRT5 and TP63
[Figure 2C]), and the minimal signals at 924 esophageal
stretch enhancers reinforce that trace H3K4me2 signals in
Figure 1C are not consequential. Stomach enhancers were
not marked in the intestine (eg, TFF2, GATA4, CLDN18, and
IGF2BP2 [Figure 2C]) and therefore do not represent
byproducts of intestinal differentiation in BE. Rather, the
data show both intestine and stomach enhancer fingerprints
(eg, TFF1/2/3 cluster [Supplementary Figure 2C]) in BE,
with corresponding gene activity.
Mutational Profiles Implicate a Gastric Origin for
Barrett’s Esophagus

Intestinalization of reparative gastric mucosa offers one
explanation for this hybrid chromatin state. Alternatively,
BE could originate in squamous esophageal cells that erase
their identity and activate ectopic gastric and intestinal
enhancers. In this light, we note that somatic (mostly non-
coding) mutations likely accumulate over decades before
metaplastic conversion and propagate clonally in their
original patterns. Indeed, mutations in 23 BE specimens
(OCCAMS [Oesophageal Cancer Clinical and Molecular
Stratification] study group35) were distributed most simi-
larly to those in EAC and gastric cancer, not those in
esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC) (Figure 3A).
Closed, enhancer-depleted chromatin is vulnerable to mu-
tations, possibly owing to limited access by DNA repair
enzymes,36 and cells of cancer origin can be imputed from
the regional frequency of somatic mutations in relation to
genome-wide chromatin features24 (Figure 3B). Because
mutations in BE should similarly reflect the COO, we
developed a random forest machine-learning algorithm to
associate BE mutation frequencies with the epigenome
features specific to each digestive epithelium (Figure 1).
Using this algorithm, H3K4me2-based esophageal and
gastric epigenomes best predicted the distributions of so-
matic mutations in ESCCs and gastric cancers, respec-
tively37,38 (Supplementary Figure 3A).

Applying the random forest algorithm to whole-genome
DNA sequence data from BE specimens,35 the gastric
H3K4me2 landscape predicted the mutational patterns un-
equivocally in 16 and strongly in another 3 cases of BE
(Figure 3B). The mutation frequency in 4 samples was un-
informatively low (<2.4 per Mb), and in no case did
esophageal or intestinal enhancers predict the pattern bet-
ter than gastric sites (Figure 3B). Removal of the stomach,
but not the intestinal, epigenome significantly reduced the
mutational variance explained by the model
(Supplementary Figure 3B), thus confirming our conclusion.
A representative region (Figure 3C) shows BE mutations
concentrated in H3K4me2-depleted areas in normal gastric
epithelium (correlation coefficient 0.78) and not in areas of
unmarked esophageal chromatin. The consensus stomach
epigenome also predicted mutation patterns in 17 of 23
EACs, with the BE epigenome predicting patterns best in the
other 6 (Supplementary Figure 3C). BE precedes EAC,1 and
n's Hospital from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on May 11, 
ion. Copyright ©2022. Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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these findings imply that EAC mutations mainly arise over
many years in the gastric mucosa, with fewer additional
mutations arising during the proportionally short interval
between metaplasia and cancer.

Single-Cell Assay for Transposase-Accessible
Chromatin Sequencing Shows Heterogeneous
Cell and Chromatin States in Human Barrett’s
Esophagus

Gastric and intestinal enhancer coactivity in BE could
reflect concurrent stomach- and intestine-dominant cell
states in the tissue or a hybrid state within individual cells.
To distinguish these possibilities, we used scATAC-seq to
map accessible chromatin in endoscopic biopsy samples of
human BE (n ¼ 2), stomach (n ¼ 2), and duodenum (n ¼ 1)
from 2 volunteers. All samples gave adequate cell numbers
and sequencing depth; data from 19,327 informative cells
were first processed from individual samples, and libraries
were normalized for sequence depth, then merged to reduce
dimensionality (Supplementary Table 3 and Supplementary
Figure 3D). Then, t-distributed stochastic neighbor embed-
ding (tSNE)39 grouped stomach samples together, distinct
from intestinal cells, whereas BE specimens formed unique
clusters (Figure 4A and Supplementary Figure 3D). Open
promoter chromatin identified the predominant EPCAMþ

epithelial cell fraction (Figure 4A), distinct from contami-
nant VIMþ stromal cells or CD45þ leukocyte (clusters 15–17
and 21) (Supplementary Figure 3D). HOXB genes are re-
ported to be uniquely active in BE34 and aggregate (pseudo-
bulk) analysis of scATAC-seq data showed BE-specific open
chromatin at the HOXB and HOXA genes, showing wider HOX
cluster dysregulation (Supplementary Figure 3E). Pseudo-
bulk signals from epithelial cells in stomach samples coin-
cided with tissue-specific enhancers identified by FiT-seq
(eg, Supplementary Figure 4A); thus, both FiT-seq and
scATAC accurately identify cis-regulatory activity.

Because sparse scATAC-seq signals limit robust inter-
rogation of individual enhancers, we aggregated chromatin
accessibility signals at 37 stomach- and 32 intestine-
restricted enhancers derived from FiT-seq (Figure 1B) to
generate reliable tissue-specific signatures (Supplementary
=
Figure 5. Heterogenous gastric and intestinal cis-element repert
cells from BE case 1, with ATAC signals at the EPCAM promot
(blue numbers, open chromatin at the VIM promoter) population
CD45 promoter chromatin); CD45-negative cluster 10 likely repr
of single BE1 cells, showing focal increase of intestinal cis-eleme
specific enhancer signals (n ¼ 36) throughout the epithelial comp
enriched for intestinal (CDX2) and depleted of stomach (SOX2
example, show different degrees of stomach- and intestine-re
enhancer are plotted for all cells in the indicated clusters and q
pattern, whereas cluster 8 shows substantial intestinal enhan
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) noted above each violin estimate the
6 as the reference. (C) Chromatin accessibility at classic gastric a
and 8, showing different degrees of stomach (STO) and intesti
serves as a control. Aggregate (pseudo-bulk) signals from stom
at the top. Cluster 8 shows notable cis-element coaccessibility
open intestinal sites (green shaded boxes) and prominent signal
displayed for 100 random single cells from each cluster. C, clu
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Methods and Supplementary Table 4). These enhancer-
defined tissue states accurately identified graph-based
stomach and intestinal epithelial cell clusters (Figure 4B).
Open chromatin at intestinal enhancers dominated sample
BE2, which nevertheless clustered separately from the in-
testine, likely owing to accessibility of stomach enhancers.
In contrast, BE1 partitioned into a small tSNE cluster
dominated by intestinal enhancers and a larger cluster with
a predominant gastric signature (dashed ovals, Figure 4B).
Thus, independent BE specimens with comparable, abun-
dant goblet cell differentiation and accessible intestinal en-
hancers showed concomitantly open chromatin at many
gastric enhancers (Figure 4B).

We used panels of classical gastric and intestinal tran-
scripts (Figure 4C) to derive a second index of tissue-
specific cis-regulatory activity: chromatin access at cis-ele-
ments that overlap with the respective gene bodies. This
tissue signature confirmed concomitant access at gastric
and intestinal loci, with BE1 again showing greater stomach
character (Figure 4C). Despite intestinal dominance in BE2,
we readily detected stomach-restricted cis-element access.
Of note, although KRT5 is reported to mark cells that initiate
BE,16 scATAC showed closed chromatin at the KRT5 pro-
moter, compared, for example, to BE-specific KRT716,40

(Supplementary Figure 4B).
Enhancer Coaccessibility in Individual Cells
The foregoing analyses show simultaneously open

chromatin at gastric and intestinal cis-elements at the res-
olution of tSNE clusters. The relative dominance of gastric
or intestinal features in BE1 subclusters (Figure 4B, dashed
ovals) allowed us to ask whether stomach and intestinal
elements are coaccessible in discrete cells. To this end, we
clustered cells from BE1 separately and used EPCAM pro-
moter signals to distinguish the majority epithelial fraction
from nonepithelial CD45þ or VIMþ cells (Figure 5A). Open
chromatin at intestinal enhancers dominated in clusters 1
and 8, where accessible sites were globally enriched for the
CDX2 consensus motif, whereas stomach enhancers
enriched for the SOX2 motif were distributed widely
(Figure 5B). Cells in cluster 2 showed concomitant intestinal
oires in BE. (A) Independent clustering and tSNE projection of
er distinguishing epithelial (black numbers) from nonepithelial
s. Clusters 6 and 9 likely represent blood-derived cells (open
esents mesenchymal cells. (B) Graph-based (tSNE) clustering
nt signal (n ¼ 37) in specific clusters, with abundant stomach-
onent. Clusters enriched for intestinal cis-elements were also
) TF sequence motifs. Cells within clusters 5, 2, and 8, for
stricted enhancer coaccessibility. Average signals on each
uantified in violin plots. Cluster 2 shows a stomach-dominant
cer activity alongside stomach enhancers. The D-statistics
similarity between cell populations, using stromal cell cluster
nd intestinal gene loci in cells from BE1 epithelial clusters 5, 2,
nal (INT) differentiation; cluster 6 (nonepithelial stromal cells)
ach and intestine samples and BE1 cell clusters are displayed
near intestinal and gastric genes, whereas cluster 2 has few
s at gastric loci. Below, chromatin accessibility at these loci is
ster.
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Figure 6. Novel BE marker ANXA10 and coexpression of gastric and intestinal features. (A) scATAC-seq identified open
chromatin at ANXA10, a stomach-restricted locus, in BE. Cis-element activity is confirmed by H3K4me2 FIT-seq on 11 in-
dependent BE samples. (B) Representative ANXA10 immunostaining of 5 independent BE samples shows regions of prom-
inent expression varying within and between metaplastic glands. (C, D) Two-color immunohistochemistry for CDX2 and
stomach- (MUC5AC) or intestine- (MUC2) specific genes in sequential tissue sections from 5 different representative BE
samples. (C and D represent specimens from different patients.) MUC5AC is coexpressed with MUC2 and CDX2 in hundreds,
but not all, single cells. Adjoining squamous (Sq.) mucosa lacks all 3 markers. Insets show enlarged views of the boxed re-
gions, highlighting marker coexpression.
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and gastric cis-element accessibility, and gastric features
were evident even in the most intestinalized group, cluster
8. For quantitative comparison and in the following exam-
ples, stromal cell cluster 6 provides an internal specificity
control. At canonical tissue-restricted loci, ATAC-seq plots in
Figure 5C show aggregate signals in selected cell clusters,
and the boxes below display signals from 100 discrete cells.
Clusters with low (no. 5), intermediate (no. 2), or high (no.
8) intestinal character show unambiguous coaccessibility of
gastric sites. Thus, BE harbors a hybrid stomach-intestinal
Downloaded for Anonymous User (n/a) at Brigham and Wome
2022. For personal use only. No other uses without permiss
chromatin state, with variable dominance of one state
over the other among cells from the same biopsy specimens.

Pairwise comparisons identified 294 genes near chro-
matin that are accessible in BE and stomach, but not in-
testinal, specimens (Supplementary Table 5). These genes
are largely expressed in stomach and BE, but not in in-
testines (Supplementary Figure 4C, public mRNA
data14,41,42) and include classical gastric loci at which FiT-
seq showed H3K4me2 marking in BE: CLDN18 (Figure 2C
and Supplementary Figure 4D), TFF1 (Supplementary
n's Hospital from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on May 11, 
ion. Copyright ©2022. Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.



Figure 7. Heterogeneous cell identities in BE and gastric intestinal metaplasia. (A–C) Intrasample heterogeneity of coexisting
stomach and intestinal states in BE. (A) Representative areas of CDX2– (asterisks) and CDX2þ areas within presumptive clonal
BE glands. CDX2 coexpression with additional stomach markers, CLDN18 (B) and TFF1 (C), is evident in specimens (n ¼ 5)
also used for ANXA10 immunostaining (Figure 6B). Two representative specimens are shown; the middle panels in B and C
show boxed areas in the left panels at higher magnification. Both markers show extensive intra- and intergland heterogeneity.
Images were captured through 20� or 40� objectives. Scale bar is shown in D, left panel. (D) Gastric intestinal metaplasia also
harbors dual and heterogeneous gastric and intestinal cell states. In these representative images (n ¼ 7; additional examples in
Supplementary Figure 6C and D), the superficial epithelium expresses CDX2, but many deep glands do not (asterisks).
MUC5AC is present broadly, but only CDX2þ cells express MUC2. Insets show boxed areas at higher magnification.
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Figure 2C), MUC5AC, and MUC6 (Supplementary Figure 4E).
Additional genes such as ANXA10 (Figure 6A), SLC45A3, and
others (Supplementary Figure 5A) gave strong scATAC sig-
nals in stomach and BE, but weak to no signals in intestinal
cells, and FiT-seq showed corresponding H3K4me2 marks.
ANXA10 transcripts are exquisitely stomach restricted
(Supplementary Figure 5B). Immunostaining confirmed
ANXA10 expression in stomach, but not colonic, epithelium
(Supplementary Figure 5C) and showed abundant expres-
sion in 5 of 5 BE specimens, with striking inter- and
intragland heterogeneity (Figure 6B). Thus, scATAC accu-
rately captured active cis-elements, showed extensive
Downloaded for Anonymous User (n/a) at Brigham and Wome
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stomach-specific gene activity in BE, and identified ANXA10
as a novel marker of mosaic gastric identity.
Elaboration of Dual Stomach-Intestinal Identity in
Discrete Barrett’s Esophagus Cells

To ask whether concurrent chromatin states yield
truly hybrid cells, we immunostained stomach-
(MUC5AC) and intestine- (MUC2 and CDX2) restricted
proteins in 5 BE biopsy samples other than those used
for FiT-seq, scATAC, or ANXA10 immunostaining. As
expected, CDX2 was widespread and coexpressed with
n's Hospital from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on May 11, 
ion. Copyright ©2022. Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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MUC2 in goblet-like cells; MUC2 was expressed only in
CDX2þ, but CDX2 was present in many MUC2– cells. All
BE samples carried large numbers of cells that coex-
pressed MUC5AC and intestine-specific markers. (Three
samples are shown in Figures 6C and D and 7A; another
is shown in Supplementary Figure 6A.) Regions within
every sample showed abundant MUC5ACþ foveolar cells,
affirming their gastric character, whereas innumerable
goblet-like cells coexpressed MUC2 and CDX2 along with
MUC5AC (Figure 6C and D and Supplementary
Figure 6A). Mixed glands were sometimes abundant
and sometimes scattered, with field-to-field variation.
Figure 6 shows representative coexpression and because
other areas showed less or greater overlap, focal
quantitation would be misleading.

Intragland heterogeneity was extensive: cells in some
areas expressed all 3 markers, whereas others in the
same glands lacked CDX2 and expressed only MUC5AC
in cells with foveolar morphology. (An example is shown
in Figure 7A.) This diversity, also seen with ANXA10
(Figure 6B), was striking and surprising because each
BE gland,6,43 as in normal stomach,44,45 derives clonally
from resident stem cells.46,47 Moreover, although MUC2þ

goblet cells were present in all specimens, MUC5AC
coexpression varied among glands and cases, with some
areas showing both markers in every cell
(Supplementary Figure 6A) or only in a minority. This
heterogeneity matches our scATAC-seq findings, where
cell subpopulations from the same BE biopsy sample
showed limited, moderate, or extensive gastric character
on an intestinal background.
Breadth of Dual Stomach-Intestinal Identity in
Human Barrett’s Esophagus and Gastric
Intestinal Metaplasia

To assess the breadth of gastric properties, we examined
additional stomach-specific genes identified by scATAC. In
all 5 BE specimens that we first used for ANXA10 immu-
nostaining, sizable patches of CDX2þ cells coexpressed
CLDN18, and goblet-like cells coexpressed TFF1 (Figure 7B
and C), hence verifying hybrid cell states. We again observed
the heterogeneous expression of stomach markers within
and across glands; moreover, sequential sections from the
same specimen showed incomplete concordance among
different gastric markers (Figure 7B and C, left panels), even
in BE cells with gastric morphology. These findings reflect
the substantial heterogeneity in mixed chromatin states
evident in scATAC analysis (Figure 5).

The overt resemblance between gastric IM (GIM) and
BE48 prompted us to examine cellular and intragland fea-
tures in GIM. All specimens (n ¼ 7) showed coexpression of
stomach- and intestine-specific products (Figure 7D and
Supplementary Figure 6B–D), with substantial intragland
and intersample variability and close proximity of exten-
sively intestinalized glands with others that appeared
wholly gastric. Regional CDX2 expression was associated in
some areas with high MUC2 and exclusion of MUC5AC and
in adjoining areas with high MUC5AC and absence of MUC2
Downloaded for Anonymous User (n/a) at Brigham and Wome
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(Supplementary Figure 6C and D, arrows). Again, MUC2
appeared only in CDX2þ cells, but the converse was not
always true; for example, Supplementary Figure 6C shows
superficial foveolar epithelium with low CDX2 and no MUC2
(magnified in the inset). Deeper glands in the same sample
showed higher CDX2 levels and concomitant MUC2. Thus,
both BE and GIM harbor a spectrum of discrete cell states,
ranging from predominantly gastric to largely intestinal.
Discussion
EAC incidence is rising faster in the West than other

cancers.2 BE, which develops in response to esophageal
injury from chronic gastric and biliary reflux, is the principal
risk factor.1,3 A traditional view is that BE represents con-
version of squamous to intestinal epithelium,5–7,49 but
recent opinion has shifted to suggest that embryonic rem-
nants15 or specialized transitional cells16 from the gastro-
esophageal junction, Lgr5þ stem cells from the proximal
stomach,17 or ESMG cells are the source.14,50 These candi-
date sources can account for columnar BE histomorphology
with gastric features and were nominated largely on the
basis of animal experiments, in some cases with strong
human correlates. Our examination of histone marks and
open chromatin in primary human BE specimens shows, at
both the population and sc scales, a hybrid stomach-
intestinal chromatin state associated with extensive coex-
pression of gastric and intestinal marker genes.

Somatic mutations likely acquired and clonally propa-
gated before IM also correlated better with the epigenome
signature of gastric columnar than of esophageal squamous
mucosa. The phenotype and long-term stability of BE im-
plicates an IM source with stem cell activity.8–10 Our work
does not implicate a specific COO, nor is it currently possible
to isolate for epigenome analysis any of the rare candidate
sources, such as embryonic rest,15 transitional junction,16 or
ESMG13,14 cells. It is unknown if the gastric epithelial epi-
genome sufficiently resembles these rare cells to explain the
correlation of BE mutational signature with the stomach
epigenome. Our findings do, however, argue against strati-
fied esophageal mucosa as a BE source.

We suggest that esophageal surface injury from gastric
reflux is usually repaired by the native stratified epithelium
but that extensive or certain forms of injury elicit repair
from a nearby columnar source. Stem cells in the ectopic
reparative epithelium preserve substantial elements of their
original identity—expressing abundant MUC5AC, TFF1,
CLDN18, ANXA10, and other stomach-specific genes—and, in
addition, manifest intestinal features; to our knowledge,
ANXA10 is a novel marker of the gastric phenotype. This
model agrees with all known features of BE, and future
preventive strategies might aspire to promote esophageal
repair by native squamous cells at the expense of salvage by
heterologous cells.

The active histone mark detected at stomach enhancers
in our bulk FiT-seq data represents the cellular average. One
striking observation from scATAC-seq, corroborated by
immunostaining of multiple independent cases, is that the
degree of stomach identity varies widely: some cells appear
n's Hospital from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on May 11, 
ion. Copyright ©2022. Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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largely intestinal, with modest gastric signals, whereas
others carry a predominant gastric cis-regulatory signature.
Notably, gastric marker expression is heterogeneous even in
BE cells with clear dual identity. This heterogeneity appears
not to be clonally determined because areas within the same
gland show extremes of gastric or intestinal character. One
untested possibility is that local factors such as pH,
inflammation, or stromal signals determine cellular identi-
ties on the background of a plastic—and likely
dynamic—chromatin state. Further epigenome character-
ization at sc resolution might clarify the degree of under-
lying chromatin plasticity.

Gastric cancers of the intestinal type and EAC share
genomic and biological properties.12 It is therefore worth
considering the morphologic and molecular features com-
mon to their respective precursor lesions, GIM and BE,48

which may reflect similarly partial intestinalization. We
report that GIM also harbors gland heterogeneity—ranging
from largely foveolar to mostly goblet-like cells—with
innumerable cells coexpressing stomach and intestinal
markers. Our study was limited to nondysplastic BE and
GIM; it will be interesting in the future to determine
whether the fractional representation of gastric and intes-
tinal fates is a driver or biomarker for progression to
dysplasia and invasive cancer. In light of the substantial
clonal and subclonal heterogeneity, studies that address this
question will need large cohorts, sc resolution, and cautious
interpretation of data.

Hybrid and heterogeneous chromatin states provide a
compelling explanation for dual, nonuniform, and variable
presence of gastric and intestinal features. Many metaplastic
glands lacked uniform CDX2 expression, and its presence in
BE or GIM was not always associated with other intestinal
products in the same cell. These findings imply that even
intestinal TF expression is not hardwired in clonal meta-
plastic cells or guaranteed to activate intestinal genes.
Rather, they suggest significant cell plasticity and localized
stromal or inflammatory influence over TF expression and
activities.

Supplementary Material
Note: To access the supplementary material accompanying
this article, visit the online version of Gastroenterology at
www.gastrojournal.org, and at https://doi.org/10.1053/
j.gastro.2021.05.057.
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Supplementary Methods

Computational Analysis of Chromatin
Immunoprecipitation Sequencing (Fixed-Tissue
Chromatin Immunoprecipitation Sequencing)
Data

DNA sequence tags were aligned against reference
genome Hg19 using Bowtie2, version 2.3.4.3,1 and
H3K4me2-marked regions were identified using MACS,
version 2.1.1 (https://github.com/taoliu/MACS) with the
default cutoff of q < 0.01.2 H3K4me2-marked regions
located >2 kb from transcription tart sites were designated
as enhancers, and bigwig files were generated by align2-
rawsignal (https://github.com/akundaje/align2rawsignal).
Data were visualized using the Integrative Genomics
Viewer3; heatmaps were prepared using Deeptools,4

version 2.5.0; and correlation matrices were plotted using
complexHeatmap and corrPlot5 in the R package (https://
CRAN.R-project.org/package¼corrplot). For principal
component analysis, enhancer signals (normalized reads
per kb per million sequence tags, [RPKM]) were quantified
using Bamliquidator, version 1.3.8 (https://github.com/
BradnerLab/pipeline/wiki/bamliquidator), analyzed using
base R, and plotted using package rgl (https://r-forge.r-
project.org/projects/rgl/). Regions were filtered for those
that gave an RPKM of >30 in 3 samples from the full set,
and the top quintile of most variable regions was identified
using the coefficient of variation. Gene Set Enrichment
Analysis (GSEA)6 was conducted using GSEA algorithms
(http://software.broadinstitute.org/gsea/index.jsp).
H3K4me2-marked regions were annotated using GREAT7 to
identify the nearest gene <100 kb from the enhancer cen-
ter. Gene sets generated in this manner were subsequently
used in GSEA analysis (Supplementary Figure 1E); we used
500 random genes from any set containing >500 genes.

Delineation and Analysis of Tissue-Restricted
Enhancers

We used k-means clustering to derive esophageal,
gastric, and intestinal epithelium-specific enhancer sets in
R. Enhancer signals were quantified and normalized using
RPKM (reads per kb per million sequence tags). Enhancers
with at least 4 RPKM in at least two samples were retained
and the top 20% most variable enhancers were used for k-
means clustering using coefficient of variation. The gap
statistic to calculate cluster number was done in R using the
base R command clusGap. The FirstSEmax and Tibs2001-
SEmax methods identified 5 as an optimal k value, but the 3
esophageal enhancer subgroups were essentially similar
and were merged into 1 cluster. H3K4me2 ChIP signals at
tissue-specific enhancers were quantified in 560-bp regions
flanking the center of each, using the compute matrix
command in Deeptools4 on quantile-normalized bigwig
files. The log-transformed average signal strength for each
tissue was plotted as violin plots using ggplot2,8 version
3.1.0, in R (Figure 1C). A nonparametric Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test was used to determine the D statistic and

plot cumulative frequency graphs (Figure 1C) using
GraphPad Prism , version 8, for Mac (www.graphpad.com).
Lower D statistics mean that samples are similar to each
other. To identify enhancers marked differently in different
epithelia, we used diffReps,9 version 1.55.6, applying the
negative binomial method with a window size of 1 kb and a
step size of 100 base pairs (bp). Because H3K4me2 peaks
are broad, the “nsd” parameter in diffReps was set to 2.
Stretch enhancers were defined as those >3 kb in length.10

To determine whether 11 samples adequately capture the
BE enhancer landscape, we performed a saturation analysis
(Supplementary Figure 1H), as described previously.11 For
each sample size (x-axis), random samples were picked
from the cohort of 11 BM specimens, and the number of
enhancer peaks in the union set was determined. This
process was iterated 1000 times for each sample size
number to generate means and standard errors for the
number of enhancer peaks.

Gene Expression and Somatic Mutation Data
Data set GSE34619 (Figure 2B) was extracted from the

Gene Expression Omnibus, and expression values were
RMA normalized in R (https://CRAN.R-project.org/). Data
on normal tissues (Supplementary Figure 1E) were ob-
tained from the human protein atlas (https://www.
proteinatlas.org/).12 Bulk RNA-seq data (BE) (Figure 2B)13

were obtained from the European Genome-Phenome
Archive (EGAS00001003144), and heatmaps (Figure 2B)
were created using Morpheus (https://software.
broadinstitute.org/morpheus/). To study somatic muta-
tions, we used data from 23 pairs of BM and matched EAC
samples14 (International Cancer Genome Consortium,
http://icgc.org), 14 ESCC samples,15 and 9 samples each of
diffuse- and intestinal-type gastric cancers (from BGI,
http://www.genomics.cn/, or for samples with average
mutation rates of >20/Mb, from the International Cancer
Genome Consortium data portal16). Data were analyzed
using the GATK pipeline17 (https://www.broadinstitute.
org/gatk/), and mutations were called using MuTect18

(https://www.broadinstitute.org/cancer/cga/mutect).

Feature Selection (Based on Random- Forest
Machine Learning) and Cell-of-Origin Analysis

For feature selection and COO analysis, we applied a
nonparametric machine-learning method (random forest)
to predict the value of a continuous response variable by
using ensemble decision trees.19 For additional input data,
we calculated numbers of H3K4me2 FiT-seq reads per 1-Mb
region (local H3K4me2 densities). To combine BE-discovery
and BE-validation data from different FiT-seq experiments,
we normalized all read counts to log10, generated a
regression model between enhancers identified in each
cohort, and excluded 10% of all regions (213 of 2128) with
the largest differences in FiT-seq counts between the 2
cohorts. We then generated 1000 random forest trees to
predict mutation density from H3K4me2 features in each of
4 tissue types and used greedy backward elimination to
determine important rankings among H3K4me2 variables.
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We thus calculated the variance-explained value for each
variable in every step, then removed the variable ranked
lowest in all steps. Random forest modeling was repeated
1000 times, both on individual samples and on groups of the
same tissue type: BE, EAC, ESCC, and gastric cancer sub-
types. To calculate tissue-specific mutation densities for the
group analyses, we summed data on all samples from each
cancer type or BE across each 1-Mb region.

To ascertain the statistical significance of the gastric
epigenome contribution to BE mutational variance
(Supplementary Figure 3B), we first calculated the variance
in explained values using H3K4me2 chromatin features of
each tissue and then recalculated the variance by removing
H3K4me2 chromatin features from stomach or intestine. We
repeated this cycle 1000 times and then assessed the sta-
tistical differences in the variance-explained value distri-
butions for each group using 1-way analysis of variance
followed by the Tukey honest significant difference post hoc
test.

Single-Cell Assay for Transposase-Accessible
Chromatin Sequencing

Libraries were sequenced to obtain adequate coverage,
and data were processed using the Cell Ranger ATAC
Pipeline, version 1.1.10.20 Loupe Browser (10x Genomics)
was used to visualize tSNE plots, distribution of cis-
element accessibility, and enrichment of DNA sequence
motifs. Signals at gastric and intestinal signature genes
(Figure 4C) were assessed using the Signac function in
Seurat (https://github.com/timoast/signac)21 by collating
chromatin accessibility over gene promoters and bodies.

Signals at stomach and intestinal enhancers
(Figure 4B) were extracted for peaks differentially
marked with H3K4me2 in FiT-Seq data from normal hu-
man stomach and intestinal epithelia. Owing to the spar-
sity of scATAC, not all differential H3K4me2 regions are
detected by scATAC. Therefore, the most differential
H3K4me2 peaks detected by FiT-seq were intersected
with scATAC peaks called by CellRanger. We intersected
varying numbers of top stomach and intestine specific
FiT-seq enhancers (q < 0.01; top 50, 100, 150, 200, 300,
and 400 sites, ordered by decreasing log2 fold-difference)
to identify the peaks represented in the scATAC data. To
consider similar numbers of stomach- and intestine-
specific enhancers for the analysis of scATAC-seq data,
we found that among the top 150 stomach- and top 200
intestine-specific FiT-seq enhancers, 37 stomach- and 32
intestine-specific sites had good representation in the
scATAC-seq data sets (Supplementary Table 4).

These signals were quantified by summing fragment
counts from each enhancer over all cells in a sample
(Figure 4B) or cluster (Figure 5B), followed by log-
transformation and depiction of the distribution using
violin plots (GraphPad, version 8). Cis-element signals
were projected onto tSNE plots (Figures 4 and 5) using
the Accessibility function in Loupe Browser (10x Geno-
mics). ATAC-seq signals over specified regions in 100
random single cells from selected clusters (Figure 5C)

were calculated as a binarized matrix of cut counts per
100 bp, plotted using ggplot2,8 and depicted as described
previously.20 The same 100 cells are plotted for all sites

To identify tissue markers shared between stomach
and BE in scATAC-seq, we used Seurat (version 3.1.4)21 to
obtain gene activity scores based on reads within the
gene body or 2 kb upstream of the transcription start
site. Data were normalized and clustered, and known
markers were used to filter out mesenchymal cell clus
ters. We then used the FindMarkers function within
Seurat to identify markers for each cell type, using default
thresholds of 0.25 for log-fold change and �10% of cells
showing open chromatin. We compared intestine with
either stomach or BE to identify genes showing signifi-
cantly more open chromatin in the latter tissues
(Supplementary Table 5).
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Supplementary Figure 1. Cis-elements derived from FiT-seq discern normal gut epithelia and BE. (A) Mouse intestinal villus
enhancers identified by H3K27ac ChIP-seq show the presence of H3K4me2 (top). Scatterplot of log normalized counts
(DESeq2) on a union set of enhancer (nonpromoter) peaks identified by H3K27Ac (y-axis) or H3K4me2 (x-axis) ChIP-seq
(bottom). The 2 active histone marks are highly correlated at enhancers. (B) Representative photomicrographs of H&E-
stained tissue sections, showing characteristics and high histologic purity of the specimens we chose to study. (C) Data tracks
from H3K4me2 FiT-seq at representative tissue-restricted loci illustrate the specificity of enhancer marks at tissue-restricted
genes. (D) Gap statistic showing 3–5 as the optimal number of clusters for k-means clustering of the top quintile of variable
enhancers in normal esophageal, gastric, and intestinal mucosae. Visualization showed that beyond 3 clusters, only the
esophageal group was further partitioned; we therefore considered the 3 esophageal enhancer subclusters as a single group.
(E) GSEA of 500 genes (the default upper limit for GSEA) encoded <100 kb from each of the 3 tissue-specific enhancer sets.
Enriched expression in the corresponding epithelium confirms function of the signature cis-element groups. (F) Principal
component (PC) analysis of global enhancer landscapes. BE-discovery (BE-d) and -validation (BE-v) cohorts are similar and
overlap most with the intestinal profiles. (G) Cumulative analysis of enhancers identified by H3K4me2 FiT-seq in 11 BE
samples, showing slopes of 9733 sites across the first 5 samples and 3545 additional sites across the last 5. The sum of BE-
d and BE-v encompasses most enhancers identified by FiT-seq. (H) DNA sequence motifs recognized by GATA- and SOX-
family TFs are enriched among stomach-specific enhancers active in BE. NES, normalized enrichment score; P-val, P value.
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Supplementary Figure 2. BE carries distinct stomach- but not esophagus-specific enhancers. (A) BE samples show
enrichment of H3K4me2 at stomach-specific enhancers (Figure 1B). Here, 1287 gastric enhancers are divided into those
overlapping with introns (n ¼ 720) and those that lie in intergenic regions (n ¼ 344). Both groups show comparable H3K4me2
enrichment. (B) Data tracks for H3K4me2 FiT-seq signal in the CDX1 locus. In addition to the intestine, the enhancer locus is
marked in BE but not in the esophagus or stomach, illustrating one of many intestinal properties acquired in BE. (C) Data for
H3K4me2 FiT-seq in the locus encoding stomach-specific TFF1 and TFF2 and intestine-specific TFF3. Tissue-restricted
enhancers are highlighted. TFF1/2 enhancer marks in BE and their absence in intestine reflect the stomach enhancer
fingerprint in BE, with additional acquisition of intestinal (TFF3) enhancer activity.
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Supplementary Figure 3.Gastric epigenetic landscapes predict mutational profiles in esophageal and gastric adenocarci-
nomas. (A) A random forest machine-learning approach showed that enhancer landscapes in normal gastric and stratified
esophageal epithelia best predict somatic mutation densities in gastric and squamous esophageal cancers, respectively,
establishing the merits of the approach to define the tissue of origin. The x-axis shows the number of variables (tissue-specific
enhancer profiles), and the y-axis shows the fraction of variation in cancer mutational profiles explained by each variable. The
first column in each graph depicts the largest contributor; subsequent columns represent the incremental contribution of
additional variables. (B) Boxplot representing the variance-explained values derived by using either all 4 or subsets of
H3K4me2 chromatin features along with mutational profiles of BE or EAC samples. ***P < .001. Removal of gastric epigenome
but not intestinal epigenome led to a significant reduction in the mutational variance explained by the random forest model. (C)
The stomach enhancer landscape is the best predictor of mutational frequencies in most EACs, similar to the BE specimens in
Figure 6B. Of note, the BE enhancer landscape predicts EAC mutation frequency in a fraction of cases, likely reflecting that the
majority of mutations in EAC arise before the development of metaplasia in most cases. (D) All informative single cells (after
filtering by CellRanger criteria) from the tSNE plot shown in Figure 4. Cells are color-coded by ATAC-seq read depth (fragment
counts, left). Promoter ATAC signals at mesenchymal gene VIM (center) and blood-cell marker CD45 (right) distinguish
nonepithelial clusters (nos. 15, 16, 17, and 21—dashed ovals) from epithelial cells. (E) scATAC-seq shows wide chromatin
accessibility at HOXA and HOXB clusters selectively in BE, compared to stomach (STO) or intestine (INT). Aggregate (pseudo-
bulk) scATAC signal from all epithelial cells in each sample are shown.
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Supplementary Figure 4. scATAC-seq reflects activity of canonical stomach cis-elements in BE. (A) (Left) Pseudo-bulk ATAC-
seq from the 2 stomach (STO) samples used for scATAC-seq. Signals from all epithelial cells in each sample were merged to
create a pseudo-bulk ATAC signal that is projected on the esophagus- (ESO), stomach-, and intestine- (INT) specific en-
hancers defined by H3K4me2 FiT-seq (sites delineated in Figure 1B). Regions identified as H3K4me2þ enhancers thus show
accessible chromatin in independent samples by an independent method, supporting their cis-regulatory roles. Normal
stomach cells show lack of access at esophageal or intestinal enhancers. (Right) Stomach-specific enhancers were divided
into those overlapping with introns (n ¼ 720) and those lying in intergenic regions (n ¼ 344). Both groups show open chro-
matin. Because global scATAC-seq signals differed in the 2 stomach samples, heatmaps are scaled separately (scales are
shown). (B) Projection of scATAC signals at the KRT5 and KRT7 promoters onto the tSNE plot from Figure 4, showing
extensive KRT7 activity in BE. There is little KRT5 activity in small fractions of the stomach and intestine (INT) and hardly any in
BE cells. (C) Genes with selective chromatin accessibility in stomach and BE (not in intestine) by scATAC (n ¼ 294) are
expressed in the respective tissues, as seen in 2 public RNA data sets. Owen et al14: n ¼ 13 each for BE, STO, and INT. Maag
et al41: STO, n ¼ 37; BE, n ¼ 12; and INT, n ¼ 59 from the Genotype-Tissue Expression consortium.42 In the heatmaps, blue
indicates low and red indicates high RNA expression. (D, E) Stomach-restricted tight junction (CLDN18) (D) and mucin
(MUC5AC and MUC6) (E) genes share open chromatin sites in stomach and BE cells, as detected by scATAC seq. (Pseudo-
bulk signals from epithelial compartments are shown.) In the same regions, FiT-seq data show selective H3K4me2 marking in
stomach and BE cells.
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Supplementary Figure 5. scATAC-seq identifies novel gastric markers present in BE. (A) Examples of marker genes shared
between stomach and BE (absent in intestine) based on scATAC-seq signals. Aggregate scATAC signals (pseudo-bulk) from
epithelial cells are shown for SLC45A3, CAPN9, and TMPRSS3; the full gene list is provided in Supplementary Table 5. Also
shown are FIT-seq data for H3K4me2 from all 11 BE samples (SLC45A3) or, for economy of space, from 4 representative BE
samples (d, discovery set; v, validation set) (see Figure 1C). (B) ANXA10mRNA levels in normal human tissues, showing unique
gastric expression. Data are from the Genotype-Tissue Expression consortium.42 A tissue key is provided. (C) ANXA10 im-
munostaining on human stomach and colon tissue sections. Only the gastric epithelium is stained.
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Supplementary Figure 6. Dual stomach-intestinal cell state in GIM, similar to BE, with extensive heterogeneity. (A) Two-color
immunohistochemistry on an additional BE case, showing extensive coexpression of MUC2 (intestinal) and MUC5AC (gastric)
mucins in goblet-like BE cells. (B–D) CDX2 and stomach- (MUC5AC) or intestine- (MUC2) specific mucin staining in sequential
tissue sections from 3 of 7 representative cases of human GIM examined by 2-color immunohistochemistry; B–D represent 3
independent samples, each showing extensive cell state heterogeneity among adjoining superficial epithelium and glands. (B)
Adjacent CDX2þ and CDX2– areas both express MUC5AC, and goblet-like cells in CDX2þ glands coexpress MUC2. (C)
Surface foveolar MUC5ACþ cells have intermediate CDX2 levels and no MUC2þ cells (inset), whereas contiguous deep glands
carry high CDX2 and MUC2þ MUC5AClow goblet-like cells (arrows). (D) Extreme intestinalization (CDX2þ MUC2þ MUC5AClow

goblet-like cells) of a discrete GIM gland (arrows) surrounded by MUC2– MUC5AChi gastric glands.
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